


Materials Needed 
1 Gnome hat      2 half sheets of construction paper 

1 Gnome body      Scissors 

1 Gnome yarn mustache   Glue 

1 Button       Sharp pencil 

1 Pipe cleaner      1 Adult 



Step 1 

 

Allow child to put glue about 

1/4 on top part of gnome’s 

head.  

 

Step 2 

 

Allow child to stick hat to glue. 



Step 3  - for small children, adult 

assistance is required. Older children may 

be able to do this on their own. 

Take sharp pencil and poke two holes 

about 1.5 cm apart and about 1 cm down 

from brim of hat.  

 



Step 4 -  Adult assistance is required. 

(older children may be able to do this 

on their own.) 

 

Take the gnome mustache and pipe 

cleaner. 

 

Thread one end of the pipe cleaner 

through the loop at the top of the 

mustache.  Continue threading until 

pipe cleaner is equal distance. On 

either side of loop. 



Step 5 - hold one end of the 

pipe cleaner for the child, 

while allowing child to 

thread button onto the other 

end of the pipe cleaner. 

Children may find this step 

challenging but it is good to 

let them try as it helps build 

dexterity and fine motor 

skills.  

Thread the button until it is 

in the middle and above the 

mustache. An adult may 

have to help straighten the 

button.  

Step 6 - allow child to insert one 

end of pipe cleaner into the pencil 

hole. 

Young children may find this 

challenging but should try. It does 

help build fine motor skills.  



Step 7 -  allow child to insert pipe cleaner 

through other pencil hole. You will notice in 

my picture that I did not pull either end of 

the pipe cleaner straight through the holes.  

Step 8 - turn gnome to back. Allow child to 

try and gently pull both ends of the pipe 

cleaner through at the same time.  Do not 

pull too hard or the foam will break.  



You can turn the gnome around and see 

its nose and mustache. You may have to 

straighten it a bit before moving on to 

step 9. 

 

 

 

Step 9 - turn gnome over. Let child try to 

twist the two ends of the pipe cleaner 

together, close to the foam body or the 

adult can do it.  



Step 10 - let the child pick 

either sheet of construction 

paper.  The adult can draw a 

template of a heart for the 

child to trace or the child can 

free-hand draw the large heart. 

 

 

Step 11 - either the adult or the 

child if practicing scissor 

skills, can cut the heart out.   



Step 12 - let child put glue all 

over the back of heart.  

 

Place the heart on the 

mustache of the gnome. 

Children may want to make 

hands or draw fingers 

holding the heart.  



Step 13 – you can make a template 

for the child to trace or the child 

can free-hand draw some smaller 

hearts.  

Cut out smaller hearts. 



Step - 14  have child put glue on the backs of the 

smaller hearts. Stick small hearts to gnome hat for 

decoration.  

 

 

 

 

Gnome is finished! 


